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Introduction

Systems performance consists of an application driven workload, the speed and availability of the
accessed OS components, as well as the speed and availability of the involved hardware subsystems.
Every OS is basically an abstraction provider, a reactive entity whose performance depends on the
pattern of the application load imposed to it. More specifically, OS performance depends on both,
the capabilities of the hardware interface that is being abstracted, and the way the OS abstractions
are utilized by an application. In reality, not every application is using the same OS abstractions,
as each application has its own access path through the OS.

It is a fact that prior to releasing new server systems into production, virtually no IT department
stress tests new systems from either a HW or an OS perspective. Such a health-check would insure
that new systems that are being deployed into production are operating correctly, and are performing
as anticipated. Such a test insures that any operating system or hardware related issues are being
addressed prior to releasing the new systems. As Valeo not only stress-tests the HW and OS, but
also establishes a capacity baseline for the systems, any application performance problems that may
arise can be resolved in an as efficient and effective manner as possible (based on scientific data and
not based on intuition).

Hence, the Valeo benchmark suite takes guessing out of the equation, and aids at identifying
and resolving any HW, OS, or application issues in significantly less time, saving companies a
substantial amount of money and IT resources. Further, Valeo can be used to tune and optimize the
application code onto the underlying IT infrastructure, reducing the money necessary for expensive
HW upgrades, as the well tuned environment can be used as a performance baseline to conduct
(proactive) capacity studies on an ad-hoc basis.
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Valeo Micro and Macro Benchmarks

Valeo allows IT personnel and application developers alike to understand how the major OS ab-
stractions depend on the speed and availability of the underlying hardware platform. Valeo was
designed and implemented in a way that it supports a multithreaded programming model, reflects
the state of the current hardware and software technology, and supports an SMP, an N-Tier, and
cluster/GRID environments, respectively.

The Valeo set of micro-benchmarks quantifies the speed of the OS and the hardware components,
but does not provide any information about the interactions and performance characteristics of an
application system. The goal was to implement a set of micro-benchmark programs that generate
an OS abstraction vector that is not tied to a specific application load (hence Valeo is universally
applicable). The OS Vector represents (from an application perspective) the performance spectrum
of the operating systems functionality, without emphasizing any particular functionality as the most
important one.

The set of micro-benchmarks in itself is a very powerful performance analysis tool, as it can be
used to analyze and quantify the potential of the OS primitives that are being abstracted to the
actual application layer. This allows designers, application developers, and IT administrators to
understand the different performance behaviors while running on the same hardware with different
operating systems (such as AIX & Linux on the Power architecture), or to conduct cross platform
comparisons.

Valeo consists of 30+ micro-benchmarks that stress test the major systems components such
as the CPU, the memory, the IO, and the communication subsystems, respectively. The micro-
benchmarks are divided up into throughput and response time related modules. The micro bench-
marks can be executed either via scripts (as a unit), or can be invoked individually from the
command line. Further, Valeo provides 4 individual macro benchmarks that stress test the CPU,
the memory, the IO, and the NW subsystems, respectively.

The 4 macro benchmarks can be individually customized to reflect the actual workload behavior
at a customer site. The combination of the micro and macro benchmarks allow quantifying the
performance capacity of an IT infrastructure, conduct cross-platform comparisons, identify subsys-
tems that perform sub-par, optimize applications onto the OS/HW, as well as to track and identify
the impact that new HW or an OS upgrade has on overall systems performance and reliability.
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Valeo Advantages and Benefits

Valeo Performance Suite takes all guessing out of the picture, and aids at identifying and resolving
HW, OS, or application issues quickly, saving a substantial amount of time, money, and IT resources.

? Shortcut Time of Deployment

? Find Problems Quickly with Minimum of IT Expenditure

? Quickly Determine the Capacity Potential of the System

? Understand the Financial Impact of Hardware Upgrades

? Understand the Financial Impact of Patches and Upgrades

? Valeo Uses a Simple and Easy-To-Use Configuration File

? Identify the Impact that HW Upgrades have on the Performance

? Benchmark the HW & OS Primitives to Measure the Raw Performance of the System

? Identify Potential HW & OS Issues Prior to Putting Systems into Production

? Identify Potential HW & OS Issues After Patches or OS Upgrades

? Cross-Compare Systems from a HW & OS Performability Perspective

? Identify Application Performance Problems Caused Slow/Inefficient OS Calls

? Isolate Potential Performance Problems by Eliminating HW/OS Related Issues

? Simulate the Actual Application Behavior Via Self-contained Benchmarks Months1.

1Based on conservative estimates for normal servers


